6 December 2019

Overview
NATO: The 70th annual NATO summit held in London this week made headlines for several spats between the 29
leaders. The week kicked off with tensions high between U.S. President Donald Trump and French President
Emmanuel Macron and ended with a tiff between Trump and Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau.
Throughout the summit, Trump made known his displeasure with those NATO allies who have not met their defense
spending target of 2% of GDP, while the U.S. is spending above its target. The spotlight on frictions between the
allied leaders added to the heightened level of uncertainty around the globe, especially as Trump simultaneously
announced tariffs on several countries throughout the week. On a more positive note, the NATO summit concluded
with an agreement surrounding the security of communications—particularly the 5G mobile phone networks. While
they did not specify Huawei or China in this agreement, a greater emphasis was placed on China during the
summit.
Leading Indicators: Global manufacturing PMIs are aligning with the bottoming out narrative. The Global
manufacturing PMI rose for the fourth-consecutive month and entered into expansionary territory, at 50.3, in
November. In Europe, despite remaining in contractionary territory, the EZ manufacturing PMI rose for the
second-consecutive month to 46.9 in November, and new orders and output notched increases. In Asia-Pacific, both
China’s official and Caixin manufacturing PMIs posted expansionary numbers in November. Manufacturing in
Japan remains stuck in the mud and demand conditions are deteriorating, though the manufacturing PMI edged up
from 48.4 to 48.9. There were mixed signals in the U.S., with the ISM manufacturing index coming in below
expectations in contraction territory with weak readings in forward-looking details, while the Markit
manufacturing PMI rose higher into expansionary territory. While data will likely remain somewhat mixed in
coming months, the worst seems to be over for the manufacturing sector.
Trade: Trade tensions are not easing as quickly as anticipated, which is adding to downside risk as the soft
landing many are forecasting hinges on easing in trade tensions. Markets were volatile this week when President
Trump initially made a statement that he would be willing to hold off on the trade deal with China until after the
2020 elections; then reports surfaced that the two sides were moving closer to a deal. The White House also noted
that euro auto tariffs are not off the table, and threatened retaliatory tariffs on France. Adding to the pile, Trump
announced that he will place tariffs on steel and aluminum from Brazil and Argentina, as pressure on U.S.
agriculture mounts.
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Economics
UNITED STATES
Leading Indicators: The ISM manufacturing index fell unexpectedly in November, sliding from 48.3 to 48.1—the fourthconsecutive month in contractionary territory. Details were weak, with new orders and employment falling. This is more
noise than signal, and manufacturing should stabilize in coming months. The ISM service index stayed in expansion territory
but fell from 54.7 to 53.9. The decline was led by a drop in business activity, while forward-looking indicators ticked higher.
Trade: The trade deficit narrowed in October to $47.2 billion from a revised $51.1 billion in September—the lowest level in
16 months. Exports fell 0.2% and imports dropped 1.7%. The trade deficit with China narrowed over the month, but has
widened with countries such as Brazil. October’s data suggests that the drag from trade on U.S. GDP growth may lift in Q4.
Factory Orders: Factory orders rose 0.3% M/M in October, as expected. Core capital goods shipments—a good indicator
of business equipment spending plans—rose 0.8% after falling for three months, but uncertainty will keep a lid on growth.

EUROPE
EZ PMI: Leading indicators supported the bottoming out narrative in manufacturing. Markit’s November manufacturing
PMI remained in contractionary territory for the 10th-consecutive month, but edged higher from 45.9 in October to 46.9 in
November. Encouragingly, new orders and output increased. The service index remained in expansion territory, but slid
from 52.2 to 51.9 in November as some of the pain is seeping over into services.
EZ Inflation: Consumer inflation remains below the ECB’s target rate. November’s CPI rose 1% Y/Y and the core rate
increased 1.3% Y/Y, both up from October. Energy remains a drag on a year-ago basis, but this will fade in coming months.
U.K. Leading Indicators: The manufacturing PMI took a step back in November, falling from 49.6 in October to 48.9 in
November as heightened uncertainty and a Brexit delay weighed on businesses. The details were weak with output, new
orders, and employment posting declines. The services PMI slipped into contractionary territory, falling from 50 to 49.3 in
November—the steepest rate of decline in eight months.

ASIA - PAC
China PMIs: China’s manufacturing activity improved in November. The official PMI increased to 50.2 from 49.3 in
October—the first expansionary reading in seven months, while the private Caixin manufacturing PMI rose from 51.7 to 51.8.
Japan PMIs: The Markit manufacturing PMI rose from 48.4 to 48.9 in November, in contraction territory for the seventhconsecutive month as demand deteriorates. The service sector index entered expansion territory, up from 49.7 to 50.3.
South Korea GDP: Economic growth moderated in the third quarter in line with expectations, rising 0.4% compared with
1.1% in the second quarter. Continued trade uncertainty will keep a weight on the export-dependent economy.
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Policy
UNITED STATES
Chinese Trade: Despite President Trump telling reporters that he has no deadline for a partial trade deal, and passing a
U.S. bill that could see new sanctions over human rights abuses against Muslim minorities threatening to further slow up
proceedings, the U.S. negotiators expect a deal to be completed before American tariffs are set to rise on December 15. Final
issues in the talks include how to guarantee China’s purchases of U.S. agricultural goods and which tariffs to roll back. Many
speculate that President Trump’s comments downplaying the urgency of a deal does not mean the talks were stalling.
EU Tariffs: The U.S. threatened to unleash tariffs on $2.4 billion of imports from France. The office of the U.S. Trade
Representative announced the move in response to the imposition of a 3% “digital tax” by French President Macron’s
administration targeting American companies such as Facebook and Google. The levies are due to come into force in early
2020. The Trump administration also threatened to place tariffs as high as 100% on French wine, cheeses, and handbags.
The U.S. is also exploring whether to open investigations into similar digital levies in Austria, Italy and Turkey.
South American Steel: President Trump said he is reinstating tariffs on steel and aluminum from Argentina and
Brazil. The move amounts to retaliation against two nations that have become big suppliers of soybeans to China, grabbing
market share away from the U.S. during the trade war. U.S. farmers, a key constituency for President Trump, stand to
benefit from the move. Trump accused the countries of manipulating their currencies, which have weakened recently,
making Brazilian and Argentine products less expensive in other countries, most notably China.

GLOBAL
Chinese Response to HK Bill: China’s first retaliation to the U.S. bill supporting pro-democracy movements in Hong
Kong has avoided any measures related to trade. A Foreign Ministry spokeswoman said sanctions would be put on U.S.
human-rights organizations operating in the city, while Hong Kong port visits by U.S. Navy ships would be suspended.
Germany: Chancellor Angela Merkel’s government was thrown into doubt after her coalition partners, the Social
Democrats, elected new leaders. In his victory speech, Norbert Walter-Borjans insisted he would improve the current
coalition rather than take it down, but it creates a significant headache for Merkel to keep the government together and an
extra political risk for European investors to take into account.
Iran: Protests erupted after a steep increase in the price of gas was announced on November 15. In the resulting government
crackdown, Iranian security forces opened fire on the demonstrators. The scope of the violence is now becoming clear after
an internet blackout was lifted. Many Iranians have directed their hostility at the country’s supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei, who called the response a justified reaction to a plot by Iran’s enemies. The gas price increase came as Iran
struggles to fill a budget gap, created in large part by American restrictions on the country’s oil exports.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Any forecasts in this document are based upon Barings opinion of the market at the date of preparation and are
subject to change without notice, dependent upon many factors. Any prediction, projection or forecast is not necessarily
indicative of the future or likely performance. Investment involves risk. The value of any investments and any income
generated may go down as well as up and is not guaranteed by Barings or any other person. PAST PERFORMANCE
IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. Any investment results, portfolio compositions and
or examples set forth in this document are provided for illustrative purposes only and are not indicative of any future
investment results, future portfolio composition or investments. The composition, size of, and risks associated with an
investment may differ substantially from any examples set forth in this document. No representation is made that an
investment will be profitable or will not incur losses. Where appropriate, changes in the currency exchange rates may
affect the value of investments.
Barings is the brand name for the worldwide asset management and associated businesses of Barings LLC and its global
affiliates. Barings Securities LLC, Barings (U.K.) Limited, Barings Global Advisers Limited, Barings Australia Pty Ltd,
Barings Japan Limited, Barings Real Estate Advisers Europe Finance LLP, BREAE AIFM LLP, Baring Asset Management
Limited, Baring International Investment Limited, Baring Fund Managers Limited, Baring International Fund Managers
(Ireland) Limited, Baring Asset Management (Asia) Limited, Baring SICE (Taiwan) Limited, Baring Asset Management
Switzerland Sarl, and Baring Asset Management Korea Limited each are affiliated financial service companies owned by
Barings LLC (each, individually, an “Affiliate”).
NO OFFER: The document is for informational purposes only and is not an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale
of any financial instrument or service in any jurisdiction. The material herein was prepared without any consideration
of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of anyone who may receive it. This document
is not, and must not be treated as, investment advice, an investment recommendation, investment research, or
a recommendation about the suitability or appropriateness of any security, commodity, investment, or particular
investment strategy, and must not be construed as a projection or prediction.
Copyright © 2019 Barings. The BARINGS name and logo design are trademarks of Barings and are registered in U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office and in other countries around the world. All rights are reserved.
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